Case Study

Ausloans increase
speed and accuracy of
decisioning with ADP
Ausloans Finance Group entered the
market in 2009 and has since grown to 3
brands. They offer their partner brokers
and dealerships a holistic approach to
financing, with an extensive support
structure and a fair business model.

LendingMetrics Company Profile
LendingMetrics is a multi-award-winning
financial technology and data specialist
based in the United Kingdom and Australia.
It leads the way in automated decision

Ausloans’ position as one of Australia’s leading Asset
Finance aggregators has been established through continual
improvement in technology, support and transparency. As
a cutting-edge FinTech company, Ausloans work hard to
continually improve their systems, enabling them to maintain
a high level of system support to their large network of
partners and dealerships nationwide.

technology and is now one of the most
recognised technology brands in the sector.
In 2016, following many years of R&D, the
company introduced Auto Decision Platform
(ADP), revolutionising the opportunity
for financial services to quickly deliver
increased lending volume, a better customer
experience and reduced overheads

Choosing LendingMetrics

using automated decisions. ADP utilises

Ausloans were seeking a solution capable of utilising artificial
intelligence in their decisioning process, and wanted a
platform that could handle a complex and multi-faceted
methodology. They also needed a solution that would deliver
the unique logic required across a multi-lender portfolio. ADP
was the clear contender to meet these requirements, as it
delivers comprehensive automated decisions across multiple
brands and lending models.
Having established solid relationships with various lenders
and brokers, Ausloans wanted to bring together all their
acquired knowledge from across industry and to be able to
orchestrate this into their decision engines.
They needed a powerful decisioning solution to utilise this
knowledge, and ADP’s ability to create complex, powerful
policies fulfilled these requirements for Ausloans.

proprietary data solutions and is openly
connected to all major CRAs, plus many
other 3rd parties including Open Banking
platforms. ADP is a powerful decision
engine builder that puts the lender in
control of credit rule changes and allows
operational/credit risk staff to control
changes in real-time through a simple user
interface.
Additionally, LendingMetrics is a credit
reference agency and AISP Open Banking
provider, authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. It’s robust
technology and data infrastructure and
“blue-chip” partnership eco-system focus on
delivering scalable and secure affordability,
suitability and predictive solutions to the
entire financial sector.
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Approach

Result

Ausloans’ project was highly analytical and due to the nature
of their business, involved a broad range of stakeholders, so
the implementation process needed to be as straightforward
as possible. LendingMetrics were very supportive during this
process and provided consultation across regular meetings.

Ausloans have seen a huge increase in the
speed and accuracy of their decisioning
since implementing ADP. The ability to
manage changes to their decision engine
logic quickly and easily has benefitted
them greatly, and they are able to

“We’re really grateful that we onboarded
ADP and I’m confident that, looking at the
bigger picture, ADP will enable us to do
more for our customers.”

confidently respond to their customers’

Rodney Michail
Managing Director at Ausloans

favour the fact that they do not need

requests.
The ability to build, edit and maintain
their decision engines has proved most
valuable and Ausloans particularly
technical or IT qualified personnel to make
adjustments.

Ausloans are now utilising one of the key USPs of ADP:
using the engine editor to autonomously make changes
to their decision engines without the need to engage with
LendingMetrics for assistance. The company had a different
approach to traditional projects, in that they focussed on
going live with their personal customers first, followed by
the end consumer, and then the final phase of commercial
lending. By fully understanding this approach, LendingMetrics
were able to provide appropriate support to Ausloans
throughout the process.
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